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free download. HD Online Player (Arabeem Ottakom
P Madhavan Nairum Fu)Â .Q: Deleting a row from a
table I have a table, about 30 rows with over 100

columns in a single table, the only column I'm
interested in is "ID" (which is auto incremented) so I
want to delete an entire row (without affecting the
others). Is that possible? If not, can I try an edit it?
A: Actually, you can delete a row, but not because
the column is auto incremented. You can do it with
mysql but it is very insecure so it is better if you do
not do it. In this case you can use php to execute an

sql delete statement for a row but not with
auto_increment. PS: I used to have something like
this in one of my projects but I did not test it. You
should search the web regarding this: mysql php
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delete Keep in mind that this is dangerous unless
you do not execute sql directly on the database and
do it only through php. EDIT I did some testing on
this, and it does not work but maybe you will be

able to develop a solution to this, I did not test it too
much. If you want to delete a row in MySQL you

need to drop the row, but it can not be done
because your column is auto_increment. You need
to use a procedure to delete a row, to do it you will
need to get all the rows where your id is (if this is

unique in your database) and delete them and then
you will update your table to be the same as it was

before. Searching the web you can find the following
code, which I hope you can modify and adapt it to
your needs. CREATE DEFINER=`root`@`localhost`

PROCEDURE `test`() BEGIN DECLARE _id INT;
SELECT `id` INTO _id FROM `table_name` WHERE

`id` = 2; DELETE FROM `table_name`
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